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BRINGING THE LOVE OF JESUS
AND QUALITY MEDICAL CARE TO
THE PEOPLE OF LIBERIA

JEN SUTURING A CUTLASS
(MACHETE) INJURY

COOKING AN INDIAN KORMA
CHICKEN CURRY STEW AND
BAKING BROWNIES… YUM

HUGE FISH HOOK REMOVED
FROM A FISHERMAN’S LEG

DELIVERING HOPE

Diana checks Nancy for Malaria as part of her pre-natal check-up

When there’s no road and our patient can’t walk…
Nancy, mother of 4, is pregnant for the 8th time. Back in February her bother, one of our security guards,
sent us word of her condition. What makes her pregnancy so significant is, Nancy cannot walk. Nancy
contracted Polio as a toddler and it left her with paralysis to both legs. She has been wheelchair bound ever
since. Nancy lives about 2 hours away from the clinic, through the swamp in a small, rural village. She gets
around either using a wheelchair, or, when the terrain is not wheelchair friendly, by dragging herself along
the ground. In order to reach the clinic for pre-natal check-ups her family has to
carry her for 3 miles to the river, canoe up the Po River for about 40
minutes, then push her wheelchair though thick sand for another mile…
and Nancy is, “no small woman.” Because this is such a strenuous trip on
Nancy and her family, Diana, our midwife, made the 2-hour trek to see her
at home.
Nancy is due in May and will deliver at the clinic. This will be her first
delivery away from home and she’s looking forward to being in Diana’s care.
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Construction News
The clinic has got a face lift. The new
triage area is now open and over the past
few weeks we put a new coat of paint on
the clinic, and it’s looking “fine-o”. We
also had a team from West Coast Energy
come out and replace all the wiring and
electrical fixtures in the entire clinic. The
old wires had become brittle, and a few
were shorting out, so we decided to
upgrade and decrease our chances of
burning down the place! We now have
light in rooms that have been blackedout for months! We’re also a few steps
closer to running water.
After an
exciting sea voyage and ocean swim
(Steve swam/pushed the floating tank
to shore), we now have a 1,000-gallon
tank collecting rainwater right outside
our door. The team from Africa Rain
came and installed our gutter drains
and a spigot on the tank, so no more
trips to the pump.

Fanti Fisherman
The Fanti families from Ivory Coast are back!! Each
dry season fishermen from the Ivory Coast settle
along the mouth of the Po River to trawl along our
“under-fished” shores. Once they arrive people from
all over the community reach to the river and wait for
the fanti boats to come in with their catch. But, what
the Fanti people are really after is making moy-moy.
Moy-moy is essentially salted and sun-dried, rotten
fish. At the end of dry season they will pack up their
moy-moy, head back to the Ivory Coast, and sell it to a
factory that makes the fish-flavored bullion cubes…
soon to be coming to a market near you With the
influx of fishermen and their families, we’ve had an
influx of French-speaking patients and they like to
pay for our services with fresh lobster.
Can’t
complain about that!!

ALL DONATIONS TO THE PO RIVER MEDICAL CLINIC ARE
TAX-DEDUCTIBLE. Commission To Every Nation (CTEN) is
a recognized 501(c)(3) non-profit organization by the IRS.
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